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Bumblebee transformer toy videos

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Source: Hasbro Hasbro and Threezero have re-partnered, this time for a collectible figure based on the 2017 transformer film Transformers: The Last Knight, with the iconic Transformer Bumblebee. This new figure from Bumblebee is the latest addition to Threezero's DLX series of high-quality and intricate collectible transformer figures, which already includes
Nemesis Prime, Megatron, other Bumblebee iterations, and more. At 8.5 inches tall, this collectible figure Transformers: The Last Knight – DLX Bumblebee adheres to the character's characteristics of the film with 60 articulation points, a die-cut metallic frame and LED-lit eyes. In addition to classic yellow and black coloring, the figure comes with accessories, such as the Bumblebee arm cannon, a cyber
hammer, detachable wings, four interchangeable pairs of hands and a DLX action support to put on. Fans can previously ask for the figure here for $169, only from now until December 27. It is expected to be sent next fall. Wednesday, August 19, 2020 3:44pm CDT Category: Comments Posted by: ZeroWolf Views: 18,647 Topical Options: View Discussion · Sign in or join to reply Seibertronian Greetings!
Fellow Seibertron user, LinaNui, has let us know that fellow Seibertron user, and YouTube toy reviewer, PrimeVsPrime has made a new video review of the upcoming Bumblebee Movie Transformers Studio Series Cliffjumper! This Deluxe Class figure is a heavy reuser of the previously released Jeep Bumblebee mold, taken from the beginning of the film where he fights Blitzwing. Cliffjumper, on the other
hand, was seen memoristically being interrogated by the antagonists of the film Shatter and Dropkick. We embedded the review below for your convenience. What do you think of this figure? Are you going to pick him up? Let us know at the Energon Pub and stay tuned to Seibertron for all the latest news and reviews! Credit(s): LinaNui, PrimeVsPrime of Seibertron Got Transformers News? Let us know
here! News Categories: Toy News, Movie Related News, Comic News, Cartoon News, Site News, Rumors, Event News, Digital Media News, Collectibles, Game News, Site News, Site News, Store News, People's News, Press Releases, Sightings, Comments, Unen-Licensed News, Auctions, Transtopia, Interviews, Knock Offs, Collector's Club News, Publishers, Heavy Metal War, Podcast, Contests,
Book News, Top Lists Click here to post your comment Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2076722) Published by Actar on August 19, 2020 @ 4:32pm CDTMadProject wrote: the only thing is to ask me questions, is that the itself looks more square, while the plastic bubble looks more rectangular. I wonder if there will be something extra
classy with him. As, as an incentive for purchase, a package of weapons for studio series figures, as they did with Centurion Drone. Er... I thought it was nice nice that the aspect ratio of the image was off. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2076731) Posted by Ig89ninja on August 19, 2020 @ 6:01pm CDTI just noticed that Devastator is
tagged 69, nice. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2076738) Posted by Rodimus Prime on August 19, 2020 @ 6:47pm CDTIg89ninja wrote:I I just realized that Devastator is labeled 69, nice. Yes, I bet it's still not completely screen exact... Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper
(2076750) Posted by D-Maximal_Primal on August 19, 2020 @ 8:00pm CDTGot my Amazon shipping notice, Overload is officially en route! I should be ready to form devastator on Monday!!! Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2076757) Posted by Rodimus Prime on August 19, 2020 @ 10:31pm CDTD-Maximal_Primal wrote: I have my
Amazon shipping notice, Overload is officially en route! I should be ready to form devastator on Monday!!! I'm curious to know which version has a more complex combination process, this one or the Titan. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2076760) Posted by Jelze Bunnycat on August 19, 2020 @ 11:20pm CDTRodimus Prime wrote: D-
Maximal_Primal wrote: Received my shipping notice from Amazon, Overload is officially en route! I should be ready to form devastator on Monday!!! I'm curious to know which version has a more complex combination process, this one or the Titan. Movie devs, no doubt. The CW has its pieces folded only once or twice, the SS has a couple more for its arms and legs, but the torso should be filleted or
Scavenger butterfly and Overload. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2076779) Posted by D-Maximal_Primal on August 20, 2020 @ 7:00am CDTRodimus Primemus wrote: D-Maximal_Primal wrote: Received my amazon shipping notice, Overload is officially en route! I should be ready to form devastator on Monday!!! I'm curious to know
which version has a more complex combination process, this one or the Titan. From what I've seen, I think SS Devy won't be too hard. The 2-way slide on a slide; Overload and Scavenger connect through a slide, Mixmaster is 4 lashes on top' arms are kind of standard CW, but sank and heavier; and Hightower/Scrapmetal are an insert clip. So it's not quite the CW level of 5 or 6 things you join to maintain,
or wearing a piece of chest that should tabulate in 3 areas to ensure torso level. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2076842) Published by MadProject on August 20, 2020 @ 5:54pm CDTZeroWolf wrote:Greetings Seibertronians! Fellow Seibertron user, LinaNui, has let us know that fellow Seibertron user, and YouTube toy reviewer, PrimeVsPrime
has made a brand video review of the upcoming Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper Transformer Studio Series! This Deluxe Class figure is a heavy reuser of the previously released Jeep Bumblebee mold, taken from the beginning of the film where he fights Blitzwing. Cliffjumper, on the other hand, was seen memoristically being interrogated by the antagonists of the film Shatter and Dropkick. We embedded
the review below for your convenience. What do you think of this figure? Are you going to pick him up? Let us know at the Energon Pub and stay tuned to Seibertron for all the latest news and reviews! the figure itself is nice, but I would like to point out that in the how comparsition shooting Voyager Blitzwing has the tanks on the wings, something we never saw in the previous reviews if I'm correct. Re: New
Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2076878) Posted by noctorro on August 21, 2020 @ 7:01am CDTMust have, I can't wait for version B127! And all the search engines, and the sound wave, and shockwave. Arcee, fight... Dear Gods I love this movie. Horribly offtopic, please forgive me: Question: What is the Seibertron.com of toys and the D.C.
media? I can't for the life of me find a good updated news site for the Justice League and other D.C. stuff. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2077025) Posted by LinaNui on August 22, 2020 @ 8:38am CDTIT HAPPENED! One of my overloads arrived! He's a fantastic figure. I can't believe after 11 years I have a real, totally combining ROTF
Devastator. Dreams really come true. More photos of him and devastator to follow later today. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2077055) Posted by EvasionModeBumblebee on August 22, 2020 @ 1:07pm CDTLinaNui wrote:IT HAPPENED! One of my overloads arrived! He's a fantastic figure. I can't believe after 11 years I have a real,
totally combining ROTF Devastator. Dreams really come true. More photos of him and devastator to follow later today. Awesome, waiting for pictures of Devastator! It's so cool to be at this point after a couple of years of waiting. ShockwaveMegatron.jpg Tell me, you look familiar. . . These two share more parts than I thought at first, which is actually pretty cool! I've come to appreciate Shockwave a lot more
after working on painting for a while. The screen accuracy of robot mode is incredibly punctual! Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2077187) Posted by Rodimus Prime on August 23, 2020 @ 12:02 am CDTEvasionModeBumblebee wrote: I have come to appreciate Shockwave much more after working in painting for a while. The accuracy of
the display of the mode it's incredibly punctual! Yes, the figure looks amazing. Too bad the character was terribly battered on screen. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper Cliffjumper Posted by Deadput on August 23, 2020 @ 3:14 am CDTRodimus Prime wrote: EvasionModeBumblebee wrote: I have come to appreciate Shockwave much more
after working on painting for a while. The screen accuracy of robot mode is incredibly punctual! Yes, the figure looks amazing. Too bad the character was terribly battered on screen. In fact, being a red herring is something of a potential, but it was nothing short of that, at least I needed a lot to take it down, even if you didn't really struggle much, but it was still unfortunate your role was so minor after being
built into the marketing and prequel material. I always thought it would have been better if Sentinel were working with Shockwave instead of Megatron with Megatron completely in the dark as to its plan, with the two using it for their remaining Decepticons before completely usurping it after the initial invasion of Chicago, which would be a more compelling reason for Megatron to turn them on, Soundwave
would have been in league with them before the film, while Starscream takes the opportunity to join them, the other Decepticons as Barricada did not know of the usurpation and would continue as it is. The final fight would be Optimus and Megatron teamed up against Sentinel and Shockwave with the latter leaving Sentinel for dead when things begin to turn around that would give clues to Sentinel that his
plan really wasn't what he was fighting for what dies with real regret, with Megatron dying in Shockwave because I don't really see a good way for everyone to just let him go because of all the things he was responsible for, this leaves a more satisfying final clash with Shockwave with the ending resuming the way he does after the Sentinel run in the final film, as everything was fine. Re: New Video Review
of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2077208) Published by Rodimus Prime on August 23, 2020 @ 4:17am CDTDeadput wrote: Rodimus Prime wrote: EvasionModeBumblebee wrote: I have come to appreciate Shockwave much more after working on painting for a while The screen accuracy of robot mode is incredibly punctual! Yes, the figure looks amazing. Too
bad the character was terribly battered on screen. In fact, being a red herring is something of a potential, but it was nothing short of that, at least I needed a lot to take it down, even if you didn't really struggle much, but it was still unfortunate your role was so minor after being built into the marketing and prequel material. I've always thought it would have been better if Sentinel were working with Shockwave
instead of Megatron with Megatron completely in the dark as to their plan, with the two using it for their remaining Decepticons before completely usurping it after the initial invasion of Chicago, which would be one more convincing for Megatron to turn them on, Soundwave would have been in league with them before the film while Starscream takes on the to join them, the other Decepticons like Barricade
would not know of the usurpation and continue as it is. The final fight would be Optimus and Megatron teamed up against Sentinel and Shockwave with the latter leaving Sentinel for dead when things begin to turn around that would give clues to Sentinel that his plan really wasn't what he was fighting for what dies with real regret, with Megatron dying in Shockwave because I don't really see a good way for
everyone to just let him go because of all the things he was responsible for, this leaves a more satisfying final clash with Shockwave with the ending resuming the way he does after the Sentinel run in the final film, as everything was fine. Individual. You practically read my mind. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2077212) Posted by Deadput
on August 23, 2020 @ 6:16am CDTThe most important thing that makes me sad as far as Bay's films are that the basic plots and such are for the most part (in addition to aspects of TLK I guess) really damn close to working as right movies. Films only needed slight tweaks, such as removing some of the useless and inappropriate scenes in order to give the main plot a better focus and a little more screen
time for Transformers, Sam going to college, for example, is a good idea in itself to take him somewhere and have progression for the character, but we didn't need to see as many aspects of it just the important things like his Glyph freakout class. Tweaking the autobots' murder trends with a good example of devastating and lateral, they can still die, but a better/heroic way to portray it is Devastating not to
be executed, but die from the injuries he sustained in the fight (I guess especially as he is in the final film, as he looks rather messy after the fight) because the Autobots/Nest are trying to stop his ramp, Sideways getting snatched to be caught rather than being instantly marked by death, but Sideways struggles with his hand strength. And a few more scenes to establish Autobots and some Deception as real
characters, giving them the ability to talk much more often in vehicle mode is a very simple thing that could even have been done with many of the existing scenes where Autobots are just driving around, but I think not all transformers should be a main character or something, secondary characters exist for a reason and some transformers fit the bill like this, Jolt or the Wreckers might need more
presence/lines, but do they really need to be very important? Films could so easily have been saved with better publishers/producers that it is frustrating. I think people would have been much more accepting of the designs very different if they were able to establish themselves as memorable characters, it already exists for some characters such as the 2007 versions of the Decepticons, Barricade, Blackout,
Scorponok, Scorponok, and Bonecrusher tend to be remembered fondly because of 2007 actually portraying the Deception pretty good. Heck looks at all the people who prefer Ironhide to be a pickup truck with a couple of cannons, there were some really good things that the movies brought in that I'll always appreciate, even if I don't think the movies are good. (I think 2007 is a mostly good film, yet DOTM
to some extent is my fave film or at least it has the basics to be if it runs properly.) Studio Series exists for a reason right? Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2077217) Posted by ZeroWolf on August 23, 2020 @ 7:07am CDTWith the screen time for transformers, which were budget problems, you have what already huge budgets allowed. In a
live-action film, you'll always get humans (otherwise it's just a CGI cartoon, just like how Lion King's recent film is mislabeled live when there's only one shot that's live action) Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2077218) Published by Deadput on August 23, 2020 @ 7:27am CDTZeroWolf wrote: As for screen time for transformers, which were
budget issues, you have what already huge budgets allowed. In a live-action film, you'll always get humans (otherwise it's just a CGI cartoon, just like how the recent Lion King movie is mislabeled live action when there's only one shot that's live action) That's true and I agree for the most part. I could put it wrong, but I don't mean giving the characters much more time because that's unrealistic, just adjusting
what already exists to better present the transformers over the time they have. How much more could DOTM do if the Piercer wasn't a thing since it's a giant complicated metalworm monster? The same goes for the gravity scenes of the AOE and the Lockdown ship that went rather unnecessarily long. Or the budget used for super cars that aren't transformers? There are a few budget things going into that I
should really get into other things. Even without giant robots, each human scene still uses an amount of budget and time to some extent, as accessories cost money regardless of how small, not as much as cgi-ing or action scenes, but still amount to things. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Cliffjumper (2077224) Posted by LinaNui on August 23, 2020
@ 9:34 am CDTAs promised that I have taken some photos of Devastator and compared it to a few other figures. Instead of uploading all the pictures here I just made a youtube video for it (link below). He is truly an amazing figure and I can't express how good it makes me feel that I have one of my favorite transformative designs in my collection now. Studio Series is really making a lot of my childhood
(and now) dreams come true! Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie Movie (2077235) Published by Ig89ninja on August 23, 2020 @ 11:11am CDTLinaNui wrote: As I promised I've taken some pictures of Devastator and compared it to a few other figures. Instead of uploading all the pictures here I just made a youtube video for it (link below). He's really an
amazing figure and I can't express how good it makes me feel that I have one of my favorite transformative designs in my collection now. Studio Series is really making a lot of my childhood (and now) dreams come true! Incredible! I especially love the hand settings and alternative head mode that you're going to bone. Re: New Video Review of Transformers Studio Series Deluxe Class Bumblebee Movie
Cliffjumper (2077283) Posted by D-Maximal_Primal on August 23, 2020 @ 7:40pm CDTAwesome Stuff!!! Tomorrow I will join you in the devastating crowd. I'm looking forward to completing it!!! He!!!
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